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bots can learn, he says. and because these gps are so sensitive, with this technology being
automated and having no human overseeing their performance, it means they can learn quickly. in
other words, the technology behind the digital power stations can learn. and so can we. if we can
figure out how to use crypto mining for greater good, perhaps a few people will be required on the
east coast of the united states, and not in china, to ensure we won’t be short on electricity in the
future. "everyone knows mining has gotten more and more difficult as the price of the bitcoin has

risen," says china-based miner andrew chen, who once sold his bitcoins as part of a hedge against the
collapse of the security that governs the cryptocurrency. chen has since invested in energy-efficient
equipment, which he says is saving him money. "the summer is the worst," he says. however, unlike

gold, which operates as a store of wealth and a medium of exchange, bitcoin is a medium of
exchange only. thus, it requires a further fundamental set of qualities, namely, its stability. the race to

produce new bitcoin units is much like the race for gold, said thomas lee, founding partner at
fundstrat. every few years, the processing power necessary to make new digital currency makes it so
difficult to mine that people stop trying. ultimately, the more computing power put into mining, the
more currency people can create, potentially amplifying any economic benefits. in the past month,
the hash rate, a measure of computing power put into mining, has once again seen an explosive

growth spurt. thanks to a combination of server hardware and asics (application-specific integrated
circuits)and power hardware, from november to now, the number of people tapping into the

blockchain has grown to such a level that the bitcoin network has doubled in capacity, generating
more than $30 million in gross transaction value in the course of a couple of weeks. the demand is so

high, in fact, that transaction times for the main bitcoin network have come close to a nearly
weeklong wait.
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